WALKING OUR LANDSCAPES
Walking, either on our own or with others provides a unique opportunity
for engaging with reflective and creative spaces while on the move.
These are some examples of practices for you to engage with as we
meander through the week of the Fire Starter Festival.

These pages contain some
examples of practices for you to
engage with, either before, or as
we meander through the week of
the Fire Starter Festival.
Please adapt to suit your needs
and be mindful of social
distancing guidelines.

Join the Fire Starter Event
'Walking our Landscapes'
Friday, 5 February @ 2pm
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Sign up here

Exercise 1
Choose a partner, someone you don’t know or know well
organise how you will connect up – probably virtually.

Take a walk in a landscape of your
choice or find a quite space
Each person speaks uninterrupted
for 10-15 minutes, sharing what you
are comfortable with. You can use
the questions in the box as
guidance.
·
After each person speaks, take a
moment in silence to notice your
surroundings. You might want to
take a photo of your landscape.
Talk about what came up for you,
finishAlternative
with a question or action you
are taking form the conversation

Questions

What landscape are you walking
in and why is it significant to you?
What sparks the things you do in
your life?
What has caught your curiosity
before and during the festival ?
What is brewing in your life right
now?

1. Take a slow walk in your apartment, flat, house
Thank
each from
otherroom
for their
moving
to room
company.
2. Stop at an object, photograph or place that
calls your attention
3. Why does this have resonance for you?
4. What does it evoke biographically/about your
life?
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The following three walking exercises are from O’Neill and Roberts
(2019) Walking Methods - Research on the Move. London: Routledge.

Exercise 2
The objective of this Exercise is to ‘sensitise’ us to how we
observe and think in undertaking a walk, why certain walks
matter and what they may tell us about our own biographies.

1. Select a walk that is very familiar to you - it may be a walk of any ‘shape’ - a
‘linear’, ‘circular’, ‘zig-zag’ path – it may be a ‘drift’ between two points – start
and destination.
2. Draw a route map, marking landmarks that are important to you, for
whatever reason, along the way.
3. Share the walk with your partner. Either describing the walk or take your
partner on the walk.
4. Annotate your map - by plotting the observations, thoughts, reflections you
make along the way, and any additional landmarks.

Alternative

1. Take a slow walk in your apartment, flat, house moving from room
to room
2. Stop at an object, photograph or place that calls your attention
3. Why does this have resonance for you?
4. What does it evoke biographically/about your life?
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Exercise 3
This exercise helps us to become more aware of walking as a
sensory experience, not simply visual, but to be conscious of
experiencing and feeling the breeze, sun, rain, sounds

Think of a place that is familiar to you, a favourite walk, the garden, park,
university campus
2. Visual that place, think of where you might walk. Think of yourself walking
there. Plan a walk in that location or simply go and walk there.
3. When you arrive spend a few minutes slowing down your breathing, ‘tune’ in
to the place you are in. close your eyes and listen with care, open your eyes and
then walk slowly becoming aware of your surroundings.
4. You could record your walk, take photographs to remind you of your
‘sensing’ experiences.
5. Think of a place that is unfamiliar and follow 3 and 4 above.
Alternative
6. Were there any differences or similarities? What thoughts come to mind
about how you experienced the different spaces? What did you learn about
how you usually walk and sense your surroundings? What is the most enduring
memory of your walks?
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Exercise 4
This exercise explores how, as we walk, we imagine – we exist
within time and memory, we make our experiences and
understanding within ongoing life events.

. Think of a walk that you recall very clearly, that gives you a sense of well
being.
2. What can you remember and why?
3. Visualise the walk and draw it on paper
4. What comes to mind? Note down any landmarks, objects, reflections or
memories in your notebook or on the map
5. Go and walk there. You might want to find or take photographs along the
walk and place (curate) them around your route map.
6. Note down any thoughts and reflections in your walking diary.
7. Share your walk with a partner.
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Exercise 5

The following exercise is by Eileen Inglis & Lucy
Schofield

Block Walk: Rediscover your local area, get to know your
neighbours and reimagine your community.

As life continues to be disrupted by the global pandemic, lots of us are feeling
out of sorts, disconnected and frustrated that the activities we relied on for
social interaction and a sense of belonging are on hold. Despite the restrictions
on our lives, we think there are still opportunities to meet your neighbours,
make new friends and to feel more connected to where you live.
·
These self-organised; hour-long walks, which will take place every day during
the Firestarter Festival, are designed to be taken in pairs (socially distanced);
or on the phone whilst you walk. You can do as many walks as you like
throughout the week.
·
Partner up with a neighbour or a stranger from your local community. If you
don’t have someone to walk with, we’ll try to match you with someone. Email
us at helloblockwalk@gmail.com

The Walk

Decide on a route around the area where you live.
Introduce yourself – each person taking at least 5 minutes to talk
about themselves and the things that are most important to them
given current pandemic restrictions. Only share what you feel
comfortable sharing.
Choose one of our suggested topics (below) and spend the rest of
the hour walking, talking, actively listening and observing.
Document your walk and conversation through drawing, writing or
photography.

Suggested conversation topics:
Community
What does community mean to you? What happens in your local area? Do you
know your neighbours? How does your community work? What would your
ideal community look/feel like?
Local History/Knowledge of the Area
Street names, buildings and engineering. Look out for water courses, industrial
buildings or landmarks. Do you know anything about the history of your area?
Who does the land belong to?
Environment
The elements: wind, water and nature. Where can you find
it? How is it by day or night- how does this effect your experience? Has
the pandemic changed your relationship with the natural
environment/outdoors?

Suggested things
to record/document

What do you notice on your walk?
Did you discover any new favourite places?
Did you notice any empty or wasted spaces?
Who owns the spaces that are derelict or not used to their
potential?
How could these be used better by the community?
Did you learn anything about your walking partner that surprised
you?

Exercise 6

The following two exercises are by Alison Smith

Landscaping Your Lifewalk
Take a problem or situation you’d like more insight on for a
walk.

Indigenous American cultures would call it a medicine walk, Australian
Aboriginal people would say it was a walkabout (although they’re generally a
little longer in length and duration), street wisdom is similar but Alison
Smith, calls it a Landscaping Your Life walk.
Whatever the name it’s about setting an intention & taking it for a walk &
simply noticing what you notice in the patterns around you to answer your
question & inspire your action.

The Walk

1. Think of a situation you’d like more insight on, and then put it to
the back of your mind. You will come back to it after the walk.
2. Set an intention to walk noticing patterns that will provide insight
to the situation.
3. Go for a walk and notice what you notice. You may make notes as
you walk.
a. Tell a friend the story of your walk when you return
b. Write a poem about the walk
c. Journal about the walk
4. No pattern is right or wrong just a nudge from your inner wisdom
that it may contain the kernel of insight that’s needed at this time.
5. Upon completion of the walk reflect on the situation and what
insight has emerged that provides alternate or new perspectives
from which to view the situation?

Exercise 7

You may wish to consider and test out your relationship to
stanzas of the Paths and Destinations Poem which is part of
the Fire Starter Festival event on 1/02/21.

For example:
To walk and notice what you notice
with no destination in mind
with a destination firmly fixed
to a vantage point
to a dead-end
along paths less travelled
where a path has yet to be laid down
Or explore
which paths you have faith in, and those you do not
whether it's about what you're moving away from or towards or something
else entirely
your connection with the final stanza "Other Paths. A knowing that I need
to take the path. Even if I don't know why. Just an excitement of the
unknown calling for my inner wisdom to be revealed."
And more importantly, notice your engagement or relationship with the paths
you took or didn't take, and how this might apply metaphorically to our life
more generally.

Join the Event

Path & Destinations
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Fire Starter Festival 2021
1-5 February 2021

Participate in free events.
Have a look at the
online events calendar

To website

Follow us on Twitter and Instagramm
@FireStarterFest #FSF2021

